UNIVERSAL FIT
Adjust this holster to fit your body in a few simple steps.

CUSTOMIZABLE DESIGN
Fine-tune your firearm’s cant and retention to optimize your draw.

BREATHABLE COMFORT
Stay cool and comfortable with breathable CoolVent™ Neoprene.
Conceal your handgun with this classic carry position. This comprehensive user guide will show you how to wear and customize your comfortable shoulder holster.

- Welcome to a new world of concealed carry.
HOW TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR HOLSTER

With its modular design, your shoulder rig can carry a variety of gear combinations. This includes two handguns, one handgun and two spare mags, or a single handgun. If you would like to keep one side clear of gear, utilize the strap link (far right image) provided in your parts pack.

1 Customize your cant.
The Holster Platform can be angled to suit your draw style. Refer to the illustrations below to adjust your holster’s cant. **B = Bottom Strap**

- **Vertical**
- **Vertical Cant**
- **Horizontal Cant**
- **Horizontal**
- **Negative Cant**

Please Note:
This diagram depicts right-handed usage. For left-handed carriers, mirror these strap configurations accordingly.

2 Attach your platforms.
To attach the platform(s), **firmly press** the platform connector into the holes located on the backside of the handgun and/or magazine platform, then twist 180° to lock them in place.
For optimal comfort and security, ensure your shoulder rig fits correctly using the following Fitment Factors:

- The back plate should be centered between your shoulder blades.
- To avoid irritation, the shoulder pads should not be in contact with your neck.
- Your firearm and/or magazines should be positioned as close to your underarm(s) as possible.

### 1 Put on the shoulder rig.

While wearing a shirt, pull the shoulder straps over your shoulders.

### 2 Hook your belt.

Clip the belt hook to the underside of your belt. These prevent the holster from flopping around.

### 3 Adjust your straps.

The straps can be adjusted to be shorter by sliding the metal slide away (shown as upwards) from the platform connector. The straps can be adjusted to be longer by moving the slide towards the platform connector (shown as downwards). Ensure there is no slack in the straps at the desired position.

### 4 For larger or smaller body types:

The overall length can be further adjusted using the binding screw. Remove the binding screw in the back of the strap, adjust the length, then install the binding screw at the new position. Once the correct fit is found, we recommend cutting off the excess strap material.
How to Assemble Your Holster

1. Connect your Shift Shell.
   Attach the Shift Shell to the holster connector. (If you purchased the Expansion Pack, remove the slide lock.)

2. Secure the shell.
   Secure the Shift Shell to the holster platform using the slide lock.

3. Lock it up.
   Add a twist lock to the outside of the slide lock. Rotate the twist lock clockwise.

4. Cover the Shift Shell.
   Using the hook and loop straps, secure the leather flap to the front of the Shift Shell.

5. Position your magazine. [Optional]
   You can position your spare magazines on the platform. To relocate your adjustable buckets, unscrew your mag cog and mount it in the desired location using the Allen key.

6. Choose your cant. [Optional]
   Push the button slide to the right while attaching the adjustable bucket at your preferred angle (horizontal carry is recommended). Release the button slide, then turn the button lock 90° to lock the bucket in place.

This carry position requires the half shell configuration. Please refer to the following page for more information.
To carry in the shoulder position, you will need to utilize the half Shift Shell configuration. If you ordered the complete ShapeShift Shoulder Holster, your shell will be preassembled in this configuration.

Note: If you would like to customize your retention, please refer to Page 6.

1. **If you would like to use a thumb release** with your Shoulder Holster, begin by sliding the shells apart. If you do not want to use a thumb release, please proceed to Step 3.

   **Caution:** Take care not to pinch your skin while sliding the shell.

2. **With the hex nut installed**, place your thumb release into the recess of the trigger guard. Attach the thumb release to your holster with a ½” flat head screw.

3. **Slide the trigger guard** onto the Shift Shell using the interlocking rails.

4. **Add a twist lock** to the bottom of the Shift Shell to secure the trigger guard. To complete your holster, please refer to Page 4.
Retention helps to secure and retain your firearm in the holster. The ShapeShift™ Shoulder Holster offers three optional forms of retention, so you can safely conceal your handgun.

This optional thumb break can be adjusted to accommodate your firearm. Move the hook and loop straps inwards or outwards until the ideal position is achieved. When positioned correctly, the thumb break should be slightly in front of the slide of your firearm, and it should be tight.

Fine-tune your adjustable retention unit by turning the wheel with a twist lock. Spin clockwise to increase your holster’s passive retention.

For enhanced active retention, connect the thumb release to your Shift Shell using the instructions found on Page 5.

Many factors can affect your holster’s retention:
- draw angle
- firearm model
- carry position

Be sure to practice drawing your firearm while wearing your holster just as you would in a real-life scenario.

Pay attention to the twist of your wrist as you draw your firearm as this will greatly affect the performance of your retention settings.

Retrieve your Allen Key.

Push the button slide on the front of the adjustable bucket until the hidden Allen Key is exposed. While holding the button slide, pry and rotate the Allen Key up and out of the storage area.

Customize your retention.

Loosen all three screws to the point that your magazine slides in without issue, then tighten the screws until the inner wall of the adjustable bucket sits flush with your magazine. Replace your Allen Key.
SHOULDER HOLSTER PARTS GUIDE

Shoulder Holster Parts
(Please note: this is not a complete inventory of parts.)

1. Back Plate
2. Shoulder Pad
3. Back Strap
4. Holster Platform
5. Belt Strap
6. Belt Hook
7. Thumb Break
8. Platform Connector
9. Mag Cog
10. Magazine Platform
11. Adjustable Buckets
12. Binding Post

Questions? 208 215 2046